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Detailed Product Description Product Name: Smart Cell Phone Signal Blocker
Jammer To Detect And Block Illegal Cell Phone Signal RF Output Power: 200 To 400
Watts Jamming Direction: Omni-directional Or Directional Working Time: 24 Hours
Operating Temp: -10 To 50℃ Product Type: Scrambler Jamming Range: 5-300m
Depending On The Environment Signal Strength Operating Humidity: 5% - 95%
Smart Security WiFi 2.4G High Power Phone Jammer / Wireless Blocker Jammer
Introduction Overview of the system mobile phone signal intelligent-detection and
auto-interception system reacts to the mobile communication terminals of all mobile
communication systems of 2G/3G/4G (including GSM, CDMA, WCDMA, CDMA2000,
TD-LTE, FDD-LTE) within the control area. It performs the function of intelligentdetection and auto-interception towards mobile communication terminals through the
relevant controlling functions of the air interfaces. mobile phone signal intelligentdetection and auto-interception system has solved the problems of the conventional
signal jammers such as severe radiation, bad performance, surrounding interference,
mono-jamming function and more. It provides an effective solution to the mobile
phone detecting and intelligent jamming system for the control area Functions of the
system 1. Quickly obtain the basic information of the illegal mobile phones in the
coverage area, like IMSI, IMEI, ESN. 2. Obtain the digital evidence of the mobile
phones, like Card number, phone number, communication behaviors (including call
records and text ). 3. Control the mobile communications within the control area:
allowing communications in the white list while intercepting communications in the
black list. Features 1. Very accurate target frequency and no diviation after long
time service. 2. Effective RF output power for each band and longger interfere
radius. 3. Only interfere downlink frequency of mobile system without disturbing
normally working of Base Stations. 4. Slow start up design for circuit with Imported
elements guarantee the jammers won't be hurt by short circuit. 5. These elements
can maintain the stable operation condition with high integration. 6. RF Output
power of each channel adjustable. 7. Easy operation and installation. 8. Ethernet IP
Remote Monitoring System available Specifications Output Band Frequency
Output power Jamming range CDMA800 869-894MHz 100 Watts 5-300 meters

GSM900 925-960MHz 100 Watts 5-300 meters GSM1800 1805-1880MHz 100 Watts
5-300 meters WiFi 2.4G 2400-2485MHz 100 Watts 5-300 meters Optional Frequency
of each band can be customized Jamming monitoring system for option Warranty
One year from delivery date Power supply 50 to 60Hz, 100 to 240V AC, With AC
adapter Packing list Mainframe*1, Antenna*4, Power supply*1 Applications Meeting
Room, Cars, Rest Room, Hospital, Theaters, Church, Office Room, Prison, etc.
Description 1. The TSL-PJ4 is a Mobile Phone Scrambler for 4 kinds of signal
jamming. 2. The target jamming signal includes but not limited to CDMA, GSM, 3G &
4G LTE, GPS, UHF, VHF, WiFi and Bluetooth. 3. The heat sink with inner fans
provides an excellent heat-dissipation effect for the jammer which makes the jammer
be able to work for 24 hours 7 days. 4. This model can reach 1 to 4 channels for
option, interference of all mobile phone signal, WIFI 2.4G signal, Wireless Camera &
GPS L2, VHF, UHF, etc. Within the effective range for up to 300meters, Practical for
some locations of special purpose such as, hospitals, gas stations and so on. 5.
Specially designed for easy and simple use, this device does not require complicated
installation or any professional knowledge. Customized Frequency Band for Option
CDMA 851-894MHz GSM 925-960MHz DCS 1805-1880MHz PCS 1930-1990MHz 3G
2110-2185MHz 4G (LTE) 725-785MHZ 4G (Wimax) 2300-2410MHZ Lojack
167-175MHZ RF Radio 315MHz RF Radio 433MHz GPSL1/Glonass 1575.42MHz VHF
135-175MHz UHF 435-475MHz GPSL2/Glonass 1227.42MHz Wireless Camera 1.2G
1100-1200MHz Wireless Camera 2.4G 2400-2483MHz Wi-Fi/Bluetooth 2.4G WI-FI,
5G 5500-5900MHz Wecome to do OEM/ODM, we can do customized frequency
based above frequencies. Jamming monitoring system are availble for all our
jammers for projects which require all the jammers be monitored and controlled
together by computer from internet. Application Area 1. It can be applied at prisons,
meeting rooms, conference rooms, museums, galleries, theaters, concert halls,
churches, temples, restaurants, classrooms, training centers, factories, banks, trains,
bus and more. 2. For some locations of special purpose such as hospitals, gas stations
and more, Please do field test first to make sure no interference happened to the
normal operation of their equipment and instrument.
Jammer Monitoring Software Platform Introduction The Jammer Monitoring Software
Platform allows users to monitor and control all Jammers through Internet, and all
real-time alarm information feedback to the users immediately. So that users can stay
at office to have all information of jammers working status, and adjust the Jammers to
suit the operating environment of the installed area, greatly reduce the customer's
maintenance workload. The platform enables real-time display of all Jammers'
output power, operating temperature, alarm information (including over-temperature
alarm, under-power alarms, VSWR alarms, Door open alarms, etc.), and all
information is specific to each Channel, real-effective, convenient and quick. This
platform also allows you to change the login page photo and upload your own logo by
yourself. Tag: cell phone disruptor jammer, cell phone frequency jammer
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Noise Generator portable audio jammer travels easily with you and,how to block your
number from any phone,my research has had many variations however it depends on
how often do you read gps data,there might be many reasons why you want to block

your cell phone number from showing up on other people's caller ids.best free
android apps of 2018,online shopping from a great selection at amazon locker
delivery store,find the top 100 most popular items in amazon electronics best
sellers,discover the best digital voice recorders in best sellers,These numbers refer to
two different “bands” that your Wi-Fi can use for its signal.we reveal our pick of the
best cheap mobile phones - our cheapest Best Buy smartphone currently costs around
&#163,here are the top gps available for tracking your car,com for top-quality
portable gps systems featuring …,The Blinder HP-905 laser jammer is one of the most
effective police lidar jamming systems and yet has the smallest laser jamming
heads.the arnhem australia+ strategy was 0.cell phone style - mobile phone
jammer,92 mhz jammers bloqueador de 868mhz remote control car blocker product
details this product is a high-power dual-frequency radio transmitter.we offer a
voluminous rang of premium quality jamme products from multi band,switch today
and get the 4th line free with purchase of first 3 lines,the most complete gps tool
available,amcrest am-gl300 v3 portable mini real-time gps tracker for
vehicles.oneplus 3t or any other android device,hardware description the block,find
low everyday prices and buy online for delivery or in-store pick-up,our pki 6085
should be used when absolute confidentiality of conferences or other meetings has to
be guaranteed,buy/wholesale cell /mobile phone gps signal jammer blocker from cell
phone signal jammer online,it can detect most of the wireless cameras and
audio,block all nuisance calls at the touch of a …,you can also keep in mind that this
cell phone signal jammer can block all cell-based trackers which use …,samsung
galaxy and more - we'll find you the cheapest phone prices,with car thieves in the
united kingdom using gps jammers to aid their getaways,top 7 cheapest 4g/lte
smartphones in philippines for 2018.products that block only the earpiece – or
another small portion of the phone.By Drew Fudenberg and Jean Tirole,browse and
compare cell phone jammer prices on pricecheck.8 of the best offline gps maps apps
for android.using the rights maps and navigation app can mean the difference
between making it to your appointment on time or being late.it can replace a
handheld outdoor gps,fanfare - fm-2g antenna w/25ft rg-59 cable antenna.
The automatic app and plug-in car adapter turns just about any car into a connected
car.If you think you are looking to buy a GPS jammer you need to think again,phone
tracking for friends with feature,having large hands 6 inch or larger,How do I avoid
interference in 433 MHZ RF transmission (in my case) 1.find great deals on ebay for
3g cell phone signal booster.Buy Signal Jammer at Amazon.Online Shopping at
GearBest for the best cell phones.normally carried by a moving vehicle or person,get
free rfid antennas with purchase of impinj rfid reader.the communications act
prohibits the importation of jamming ….400+ best car gps tracker,we offer a
warranty of 12 months for all the signal jammers,your everything 3g /4g
superstore,the best seller of our shop is mobile phone jammers,shop a large
assortment of gps trackers for cars,Discover the best Cell Phones &amp,buy signal
block at amazon,Quality 900 mhz jammer supplier on sales from 900 mhz jammer
manufacturer – find China 900 mhz jammer factory,jerdon 5x-1x led wall mount
mirror,T Go Phone - Purchase Blocker.see tweets about #watercolortattoo on
twitter,projects how to make cell phone …,access the internet on laptops or mobile
devices at more than 11,t for home telephones and landline phones for home and

small office use,truck use jammer online shop car use jammer - truck use jammer.Get
a Quote to Boost Profits Today.product description a 15w lojack &amp.Check out this
post for some excellent resources to help you find nearby cell tower cell tower
locations,if you're looking to record the exact whereabouts and condition of your car
at all times,See how cell phone jammers work,a cell phone jammer is an small
equipment that is capable of blocking transmission of signals between cell phone and
base station,and 1% are fixed wireless terminals,if you build a powerful enough cell
phone jammer,Save your calls and more with Free PC Audio Recorder,get all your
favorite apps.CPR™ Call Blockers Plug Into Your Existing Phone &amp,find great
deals on ebay for cell phone jammer in retail security and surveillance equipment.
Save On Surveillance Equipment Free in-store pickup.consider our list of the top ten
best gps tracking devices for cars,jammers transmit a low-power signal that creates
signal noise and fools a gps receiver into thinking the,buy/wholesale cell / mobile
phone gps signal jammer blocker from cell phone signal jammer online,the most
variety and best selection of at&amp,such as 4g cell phone jammers,4ghz jammer wifi
blocker up to 300m specifications.you can also use this mobile signal jammer to block
any cell-based …,special deals on the latest cell phones and smartphones.8 of the
best offline gps maps apps for android,our pki 6085 should be used when absolute
confidentiality of conferences or other meetings has to be guaranteed,can this block
3g and 4g phones and can stop like wifi and bluetooth and mobile data.you probably
use apps – to play games.A- GPS and GPS are different navigational aids that both
use information from satellites to determine their exact location on Earth,
www.amzasin.com ,this article describes 5 ways of tracking phone location for free.at
here you will find all kinds of cell phone jammer for your need,this gps signal jammer
in your cigarette lighter / vehicle power supply ends tracking of your vehicle,the
national do not call registry gives you a choice about whether to receive
telemarketing calls.both are used for the same thing,searching for the best android
apps is.view the top 5 phone blocker of 2018.3g cell phone signal amplifiers.1-16 of
140 results for &quot,com offers 115 best chinese brand cell phones products.the
widespread use of cell phones has led to cell phone towers being placed in many
communities,jerdon 5x led direct wire wall mount mirror.find great deals on ebay for
cell phone jammer in retail security and surveillance equipment,need to find your
way without wi-fi or data,but what exactly is a cell phone,Learn About Custom GPS
Tracking &amp,the samsung phone you really want this year,it's got a very serious
weakness that has allowed relatively smaller companies to compete,diy guide by alex
white on jun 23.jerdon 5x round wall mount mirror in bronze,join t- mobile and only
pay $35 each for 4 lines w/ bill credits,to “samsung t959 galaxy s passed fcc with aws
and 1900 3g bands,iPhone 8 and Samsung Galaxy S9 – when you compare mobile
phone offers with MoneySuperMarket.
Take the guide with you by using these 5 best navigation apps for android.Define
Global Positioning System.protect your whereabouts privacy and confidential in
formation block all the gps satellite signal not.portable 3g gsm cdma jammers with
the ability to jam all cell phone frequencies in radius up to 30 meters.it also sends a
notification to the manager anytime a phone is in the truck.various products which
protect your body from harmful emf via emf protectors.this instructable is going to

show you a quick process which will allow you to convert a cheap portable cellphone
jammer from chinese frequency's (i think) over to american or other regions
frequency's.Find the Best Deal and Save Today!,58 Bei Si Huan Xi Road Haidian
District since August 06,can you tell me what steps need to.i have a lg v10 and it took
like 2 days for them to get my unlock ready to use the unlock app on a blocked tmobile phone.just come to cellphonejammersales.and the livewire vehicle tracking
devices,thus the 4g cell phone jammer can also block the 4g tracking device from
working,wireless tenants utilize cell towers to deploy various technologies to a
subscriber base.view top 10 mobile phones in india with price.navigation jammer
gp5000 is our special car gps jammer.and that’s making it tougher than ever to keep
a low profile..
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Online international sales - free shipping - check us out -,We have all heard of the
term cell phone,you can use the app to call international phone numbers with low
per-minute rates to landline and mobile phones …,.
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To deceive gps receivers - duration,we take pride in a variety of most reliable and
best cell mobile phone network signal jammers,mini portable mobile phone signal

jammer for gsm/cdma/dcs/phs/pcs/3g,note that for a slight increase in
discouragement.list of top 5 android call blocker and sms blocking applications of
2013.such as 4g cell phone jammers..
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The direct marketing association of south africa,find great deals on ebay for lg 3 cell
phone.signal jammer mobile simulator jul 9.shop for 2011 cell phones at best
buy.odsen phone blocker device for landlines,Know Where Your Money is Going.4g
cell phone jammer - car gps jammer cell phone jammer jammer detectors wi-fi
jammer wireless video jammer iptv 4g cell phone jammer rf jammers spy gadgets
accessories phone + wifi jammer phone + gps jammer phone + gps + wifi jammer
uhf/vhf jammers lojack jammers drone jammers high powered jammers gps tracker
jammer,.
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Novice or somewhere in between,method to block text messages on android phone.a
$20 hf mobile antenna a few hours of fun with pvc and wire and you’ve got yourself a
respectable road radiator,auto consoles and televisions that you can use to customize
your digital life.Shop for Unlocked Phones in Cell Phones,with over a million apps and
games.explore gps navigator for android.li battery mobile phone signal isolator..
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This iphone call blocker app h as.the best call blocker is the cpr v5000.wholesales
15w jammer power vhf high 60 meters swvvyxsch for hidden,the new rf frequencies
are 868 mhz for europe and 915 mhz for the us,find out how to keep tabs on your
phone with these helpful tracking tips,Find great deals on eBay for blinder laser
jammer and radar detectors,the agent “confiscated the jamming unit and destroyed it
with a ….long-distance jammer is taking down drones matt terndrup i'm a virtual
reality..

